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 You can use the app to quickly create your own trailer. All you need is some good footage and Coub will do the rest. Finding
videos is where it gets really interesting. Coub supports any major video hosting platform. They also offer a premium plan if

you want to get the full spectrum of loop possibilities. It’s a robust feature set that’s perfect for almost any type of video
creation. Some of the major players in the web video space. Definitely more available than in the print world. No excuse for

being behind the times! Receipt: My favorite feature, because as a business owner, you’re pretty much always on the move. I use
Coub everywhere I go, especially at trade shows, conferences and when traveling. I’m constantly taking video footage with my
phone or camera. It’s a great way to capture and share my travel adventures. Coub is a great app to use when presenting a talk.
Or to record your conference lectures. Or to record your training sessions, classes, or workshops. You can also use it to record
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product demos. Using Coub to record your presentation. (Image credit) Customization In addition to the basic trimming and
looping tools, Coub offers a bevy of other options for customizing your videos. It’s a slick interface with very intuitive controls.

You can easily create titles, subtitles, logos, and overlay graphics. It’s a robust feature set. Titles and subtitles. (Image credit)
Conclusion Coub is a powerful video creation tool that’s perfect for the modern media-savvy business owner. With the new

‘Films’ feature and new native format support, Coub is certainly worth a look. It’s a great tool for personal use as well, thanks to
the easy-to-use editing tools. Yes, your favorite videos you’ve already shared in the past might need some sprucing up, but it’s a
small price to pay for the video creation power that Coub provides. Review Summary Overall 4.5 / 5 About Abby Walker is a
Contributing Writer for Small Business Trends. Her professional background is in advertising. She is also a weekend warrior

triathlete and follows a gluten-free diet. Abby Walker 520fdb1ae7
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